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Abstract
This study wants itself to be a basis for any companies that looks for to implement a
recruitment strategy using social media. It seeks to gather knowledge of what today could
either be a fashionable concept or perhaps a proper long-term trend. It seeks to explore what
the key components of a social media in recruitment strategy are.
With different experts’ opinions it seeks to have the most complete vision of what this new
approach of recruitment is. With interviews of management, recruitment or communication
consultants, HR generalist, Heads of HR departments in pioneer companies and
representatives of social online platforms, it gathers different kinds of knowledge and
different backgrounds in order to be certain not having missed any points influencing online
social recruiting.
The study develops a new model of social media in recruitment success, defining the key
components of a good employer branding strategy on one hand and the main processes to
effectively source targeted people on the other hand. It also shows the benefits for a company
of implementing such a strategy responding to the Quantity/Quality paradox and exploring
the effects of such recruitment process on the new employee.
It was found that an effective social media in recruitment strategy must involve far more
people than just the recruiter or the HR department, that a successful approach can bring more
quality applications reducing in the same time the overall quantity if that was the initial
objective or that an employee recruited through these channels might well be different from
any others.
Key words: employer branding, sourcing, social media, recruitment, employee
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Introduction

Ever since the invention of the printing press, the paradigm consisted in a few
publishing information to the many, with the invention of the Internet, Information from the
many is available for the many. This change of paradigm that companies faced in the past few
years has affected every parts of the business.
The rise of the Internet has revolutionised the way we do business. The inclusion of new
information and communication technologies have influenced almost every single processes
in nowadays firms. Some applications have been directly implemented; E-commerce or online
marketing might be the most straightforward.
Besides, our modern economies are facing today a new challenge; with the current economic
and demographic indicators, the competitiveness on the labour market is increasingly high.
Therefore, new uses of these available technologies have arisen in the Human Resources
management to attract and retain talents.
However, this evolution was not priceless for the company. Indeed, it has been used to control
its image and communication should it be about the product or its quality of employer; with
the advent of the Internet and even more of social media this control is not possible anymore.
Therefore, they have from now on, to deal with an employer brand, term that will be defined
in depth later, that they might not even have chosen.
On the other hand, it brings them a huge range of new possibilities in term of finding,
identifying and interacting with candidates first of all, but also creating pools and
communities around the brand in its quality of employer in order to anticipate potential
recruitment needs gathering people around the company’s values, interests or fields of
expertise.
This research is necessary for management and recruitment purposes as companies are just
starting now to deal with this new problematic without having a global vision of all the
implications of using social media for recruitment.
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However, this study will present an exploratory approach and focus mainly on what is
necessary to do in order to be successful in that field. It will not be based on any empirical
data and implications of implementing such strategy will be analysed based on experts’
opinions. As a matter of fact this study wants to be a starting point for any other researches
that would ever be conducted in order to empirically confirm or infirm the hypotheses
developed at the end.
I will therefore aim to build a model that defines a successful strategy of recruitment through
social media.
The questions that have been leading this study will be, on one hand about the key
components of a successful social media in recruitment strategy, on the other hand about the
benefits that a company gets for implementing such a strategy and finally about the
repercussion on the new recruits.
To answer to these problems I will at first base myself on the literature written about the
subject before running my own research interviewing professionals using social media in
recruitment who have already faced that change.
Then I will develop my own model based on the DeLone and McLean IS success model that
will be a global theoretical basis for any company willing to develop a recruitment strategy
including social media.
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B.

The Delone and McLean Model of Information Systems Success

1.

History

In 1992, William DeLONE and Ephraim McLEAN published their first model of
Information Systems success. Based on studies from Shannon and Weaver (1949) and Mason
(1978), it was aimed at measuring IS success or effectiveness to better understand the value
and efficiency of IS management actions and IS investments.
Their first analysis reached the following conclusion, explaining the model (Figure 1) they
created and remind in their 10 years update (2003):
“A temporal, process model suggests that an IS is first created, containing various features,
which can be characterized as exhibiting various degrees of system and information quality.
Next, users and managers experience these features by using the system and are either
satisfied or dissatisfied with the system or its information products. The use of the system and
its information products then impacts or influences the individual user in the conduct of his or
her work, and these individual impacts collectively result in organizational impacts”.

The main criticism to this model is that it mixes a process model (B follows A) and a casual
model that states (A causes B). Some researchers like Seddon (1997) will disagree with their
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model arguing that two such models “cannot be combined in one model” taking the example
that “the use box is a behaviour, appropriate for inclusion is a process model but not in a
casual model”.
However Delone and McLean did not reply to this theoretical criticism and just stated in their
10 years update document that they “disagree” believing “that system usage is an appropriate
measure of success in most cases”.
Nevertheless and according the revolution that the Internet has been in the Information
Systems technologies, they updated their model in 2003.
They included a service quality box as an independent variable basing this on Ptitt et al
observations that they recall in the update stating “commonly used measures of IS
effectiveness focus on the products rather than the services of the IS function. Thus, there is a
danger that IS researchers will mismeasure IS effectiveness if they do not include in their
assessment package a measure of IS service quality”
They also merged the two impact boxes in one called “net benefits” in order to facilitate the
use of their model. Indeed, many researchers wanted to include other forms of impacts like
group, inter-organizational, industry or consumer impacts. Thus, all the impacts are gathered
in one box in order to simplify the model.
They ended up with this final model that will be the one this paper will work on.

Fig 1.4: Delone and McLean IS Success model
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2.

Metrics

The metrics they use to calculate each variable are the following when they apply their model
to the e-commerce:
Systems quality

Use Sourcing

• Adaptability

• Nature of use

• Availability

• Navigation patterns

• Reliability

• Number of site visits

• Response time

• Number of transactions executed

• Usability
User satisfaction
Information quality Employer brand

• Repeat purchases

• Completeness

• Repeat visits

• Ease of understanding

• User surveys

Employer Branding

• Personalization
• Relevance

Net benefits

• Security

• Cost savings
• Expanded markets

Service quality Company's Strategy

Incremental additional sales

• Assurance

Reduced search costs

• Empathy

• Time savings

• Responsiveness
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Name
Laurent
Brouat
Aurelien
Boutaudou

Jean
Christophe
Anna
Jorgen
Sundberg
Etienne
Besson

Position
Associate
Director France
Recruitment and
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project manager
Associate
Director France

Company
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Fr
Viadéo Fr

Date
5 April
2012
10 April
2012

Mean Time
Skype 50’

Contact
Acquaintance

Skype

35’

Met at the HR
conference
RMSconf

Link Humans
Fr

12 April
2012

Skype

80’

Acquaintance

Director UK

Link Humans
UK
Unilabs
Switzerland

13 April
2012
13 April
2012

Skype

30’

Acquaintance

Skype

35’

HR Generalist

Bill
Boorman

Consultant

@BillBoorman 7 May
UK
2012

Skype

45’

Alexandre
Renoult

Manager

3 May
2012

Skype

55’

Thierry
Delorme
Tarek
Moutawakkil
Antoine
Lhosmot

Consulting
Director
Co-Founder

Rhesolution
(recruitment
agency) Fr
ORC corporate
com Fr
YuPeek Fr

Met at the HR
conference
RMSconf
Met at the HR
conference
#TruParis
Twitter

Phone

55’

Twitter

Phone

20’

Skype

30’

JC Anna’s
contact
Met at the HR
conference
#TruGeneva
Met at the HR
conference
#TruGeneva
Met at the HR
conference
#TruGeneva
Twitter

Employer
branding and
HR com’ expert
Head of
Recruitment

PotentialPark
Fr & Sweden

3 May
2012
7 May
2012
7 May
2012

CERN
Switzerland

9 May
2012

Phone

15’

Olivier
Maillard

Consultant

Switzerland

11 May
2012

Skype

35’

Laurent
Cebarec
Arie Ball

Commercial

Monster

11 May
2012
14 May
2012

Phone

30’

Phone

45’

16 May
2012

Phone

40’

James Purvis

Vice President
of the talent
acquisition team
Jean-Philippe Chief of HR
Conegero
communication

Sodexo US

French Army

Bill
Boorman’s
contact
Met at the HR
conference
RMSconf
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III. Data Analysis

Based on these interviews, the researcher has developed the following model that is
going to be discussed over the next pages.

Fig 3.1: Developed Social Media in Recruitment model, adapted from DeLone & McLean Success Model
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This model, based on the Delone and McLean IS success model has been adapted
according to what the social media in recruitment experts that I interviewed said.
The main change, or at least the one that strikes the most the eye, is the change of orientation.
The idea that many, if not all the interviewees, shared was that using social media in
recruitment was definitely not a recruitment strategy but was above it. This point will be
developed further in the description of the “corporate strategy” section.
The second main change is the disappearance of the system quality box that seemed to be
irrelevant for this subject. Indeed, the system used is the social networks on the Internet and
are available to anyone and therefore does not have an impact on the success of a strategy.
The information quality is linked with the box Employer brand, as both are Information,
whereas service quality is linked with corporate strategy, as it is the variable where the
company’s processes are represented.
Finally if the net benefits box remains the same, it is divided in two, one before the
recruitment process with Quantity/Quality of applications and one after that keeps its
appellation. However, the user and user satisfaction boxes did not seem to be really relevant
to this model but some links can still be found between Sourcing and Use as the metrics are
mainly numbers. On the other side, User Satisfaction can be compared to Community
Building as the main term for measuring that is “repeat’. Indeed, a community cannot be built
if people do not come back on the website that hosts it.
In the next pages, the boxes will be explained and justified and so will be the arrows
representing influences between all the variables.
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However to have a clear first overview of the model the main ideas are going to be developed
now and precised later.
The idea is to have a HR communication or a social media for recruitment strategy based
around Community building and Sourcing.
This strategy is, as a matter of fact, depending on the corporate strategy, the company’s
objectives, targets as for recruitment, global means and resources on one side and on the other
side its employer brand that already exists.
Using social media in recruitment can be compared to a strategy of anticipation of potential
needs, by creating or joining communities, the company is going to build pools of targeted
potential candidates for a future need who will either be hired by sharing with them a job
offer or directly contacted (sourced). That is why the community building also influence
sourcing. Besides, sourcing influences backwards on employer brand as the approach of a
recruiter can be damaging for the company’s image as an employer.
Then, the social media strategy in recruitment will have as a first benefit an effect on the
quantity and the quality of the applications and this is my answer to the Noise/Visibility
paradox that the literature develops on the subject. This benefit happens before the traditional
recruitment process.
Lastly, the benefits for a company after the recruitment process represent things like ROI or
special characteristics of the new employee that will as a matter of fact become a new
resource on one side and influence the employer brand on the other side. Indeed, the main
idea of this last point is that sharing wrong information about the job before hiring makes it
more likely to have a disappointed employee in the company and therefore gives a bad
employer image.
These links will now be explained and justified more in details.
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A.

Corporate Strategy

Using social media for recruitment purposes is not something that must be isolated.
Starting such a strategy has to be a corporate effort and an opportunity to rethink the whole
company’s online presence.
According to Jean Christophe Anna (Link Humans Fr) many department must be included in
this new approach. It is not only about recruitment and Human Resources but also about
communication marketing and Web. “Before launching a social media strategy for
recruitment, the strategy must be thought accordingly with what has already been done online
on the product marketing side and the commercial brand”.
Thierry Delorme (ORC communication) goes even further refusing the term recruitment
strategy and ridicules it quite a bit. “There is nothing really strategic in recruitment, you have
needs and you look for profiles”. However, when he talks about recruitment using social
media, he prefers using the term communication strategy shared by the whole company.
To put it in a nutshell, the company has to define its objectives and identify its targets in order
to know what channels and what resources to use and successfully run a social media strategy
for its recruitment. Indeed, it looks like a marketing strategy and confirms that the whole
company has to get engaged.

1.

Objectives

Using a Social Media strategy to recruit is not the answer to all the recruitment needs
and will be relevant for some uses but not for others.
Aurélien Boutaudou (Viadéo) says on this subject “If the main goal is to recruit someone,
there will be boundaries in term of time, money and return on investment. This is not up to the
HR department to define these objectives but to the management, it comes above the
recruitment strategy”.
There will be some objectives for which using social media is just not the answer, but the
limits will be developed in the discussion section.
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2.

Targets and channels

These two terms are particularly correlated.
Defining the objectives will have been a first step in defining the target, what profile is the
company looking for. Answering to that question is half of the answer to the next question,
what channel do I use. Indeed you need to be where your targets are. Laurent Brouat (Link
Humans Fr) takes the example of recruiting graduates; in that case you have to be on
Facebook because this is where they are.
Besides, James Purvis (CERN) gives another insight, which seems to be more particular to his
case. Indeed, CERN is present on most of the networks in order to increase their visibility.
“And then another thing is actually getting more hits on the website and promoting the jobs
directly. The whole use of Twitter is for us, to increase the rankings of our hits in Google.”
That is why he set up at CERN a Twitter account that is only sharing job offers, no one is
following it, who would follow an account who post the same job offers every weeks? But the
advantage is on Google, this Twitter account is part of his SEO strategy. This practice oppose
itself to what has been seen in the Literature review about a Twitter account (Laick & Dean,
2011) only to build communities around the employer brand. Figure 3.2 shows the difference
between these two kinds of Twitter accounts.

Fig 3.2: Difference between two strategies from the same company.
In the US only tweets about job offers, few followers, objective: SEO.
In France, proper value adding tweets, many followers, objective: build a community

Once again, it seems that it all depends on the objectives you have previously defined.
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3.

Resources

The question of the resource is a key one in the creation of a successful social media in
Recruitment strategy.
According to Jean Christophe Anna (Link Humans), a new profession has arisen in the past
few years, a HR community manager. “This position is today a real work and got a new
dimension that is not only anymore organising events but being the manager of the whole
recruitment strategy and social media, oriented towards employer branding”.
Jean Christophe also thinks that this HR community manager will have to engage his HR
colleagues because as recruiters they will be the first representatives of their company in front
of the potential candidates.
This is what is done at CERN for the moment but they are currently trying to go a step further
and engage the whole company in this process. Indeed, the consultants that I interviewed all
agreed on this point, in order to be successful, all the employees must go out there in order to
share content in a way that will be developed in the next points.
In the French army, people behind the Facebook page are not only recruitment professionals
but also soldiers with a strong field experience (Literature Review example).
More than human resources, the company has to think about what will the financial resources
be. In accordance with the literature that has often been developed on this point, using social
media to recruit is far from being free. Indeed, the company will have to pay people that will
be on the Internet applying the strategy. Furthermore, some social networks or at least some
of their features are not free.
There will as well be resources in time and resources in crisis management that will have to
be thought about before launching such a strategy.

The company therefore has a lot of work to do in order to prepare a social media in
recruitment strategy. In the same time, it has to analyse what his employer brand is.
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B.

Employer brand

James Purvis (CERN) introduces really well the new problematic of the employer
brand when he says “Ever since we have invented the printing press in like 1440 to the
invention of the web, which have been invented here at CERN up until the early 2000s, it has
been the same paradigm. It is a few people publishing to the millions. They have been able to
say, this is our brand, enjoy Coca-Cola, smoking is healthy for you or whatever, but always a
minority of people publishing to the masses with a big control over their brand.”
Today, a company can not choose whether or not to have an online employer brand because
they already have one, Thierry (ORC communication) has a good definition of this term, “it
is the company’s message as an employer towards its external publics of candidates, internal
publics of employees, et even broader, all the entities involved in its HR politics in general”.

In the literature review, it has been seen that “the effectiveness of a brand signal is dependant
on consistency, clarity credibility and associated investments in the employer brand”, the
interviewees add more adjectives to qualify what the employer brand is and/or should be.
A successful employer brand will have to be according to Aurelien Toubaudou “transparent
and attractive” because it is an insurance that the candidates will apply knowing all the
specifies of the job but also will be fundamentally interested in the company’s activity.
Indeed, the major change since the advent of social networks has been a really strong porosity
or a strong transparency between what is inside the company and what is outside.
Colonel Jean-Philippe Conegero goes in the same way using two close but different adjective
to qualify his employer brand, realism and authenticity in order to attract the best talents in
the army.
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Fig 3.3: Glassdoor.com make whatever is happening inside visible outside

To show that companies really tend not to have the choice anymore but investing in
controlling their employer brand, here is a new website called glassdoor.com (Fig 3.3).
It is a new website that enables both employees and previous employees to share their
thoughts about an employer or a company in general. On the same basis candidates can as
well talk about their experience applying for any company.
Information available on the website go from the salary in that company to an evaluation of
the CEO by reviews about the work atmosphere with pictures or the recruitment process.
Glassdoor generates as well a ranking of not only the best companies to work for but also of
the best CEOs.
For businesses, this new website allows to work on this employer brand, feature the available
positions, allow interacting with the public.
It is a brand new tool for candidates but also for company who are worried about their image
as an employer, which illustrates well Hepburn’s definition of employer brand “what one
does as an employer plus what one says one is doing” and answers to the information
asymmetry theory mentioned in the literature.
With transparent and attractive as main qualifiers, it seems hard to imagine that any company
can avoid to itself to work on its employer brand. To do so, there seems to be only one
solution, be a good employer. However this is not the subject and if we consider that the
company already is, it will have to market that specificity outside its walls.
Doing so will therefore be adopting a strategy of social media in recruitment divided in two
complementary parts that are community building and sourcing.
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C.

Community building

The main goal of building communities around a special content is to engage people
around the company’s brand as a recruiter and potentially fill in the long run eventual
recruitment needs more efficiently by targeting and keeping in the pipeline interesting people.

1.

People gathering around a common interest

Building a community in order to fill potential recruitment needs will be at the frontier
between the corporate strategy and the company’s employer brand. It will actually be the
proper work done on the employer brand that could have as well been called employer
branding or employer marketing.
In that exercise are gathered all the problematic of content. Employer branding is according to
Laurent Brouat “define the DNA of the company and advertise about it”, to take the example
of the CERN they have around five EVPs, employer value proposition factors that they
advertise about “work for a non-profit organization, promote the fact that the purpose of the
CERN is to push the frontiers of the human kind, it is quite a noble purpose unlike making
money or something like that. We promote that we have an amazing quality of life here, that
we have a collaboration of hundreds different nationalities”.
This employer brand is according to Thierry Delorme (ORC communication) the common
base that will have to be fed with proves and contents that are susceptible to start resonating
with the targets that the corporate strategy will have previously defined in order to create the
contact between the company and the potential candidates.
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Therefore, the whole point of employer branding is to create communities. If this word of
community is often criticised, it seems to be the only term that can be used. Actually, it would
be more relevant to talk about people that are gathering around a common interest.
Indeed, the word community has an affective and emotional dimension that is dangerous to
associate with recruitment. Thierry Delorme warns us about this point saying “it is
complicated to be fan of an employer, if one is a fan, he is going to apply therefore he is a
candidate, we will never break the contractual outcome of the relationship between a
candidate and an employer”.
There can be a multitude of topics to create a community around. For instance at Sodexo in
the US, one is called “Reconnexion” and gather all the alumni who once worked in that
company. At CERN, there is one gathering student working or about to work in Geneva in
order to help them finding flatmates to get an apartment in the Swiss capital. Societe Generale
in France divides its online presences in order to federate people from the broadest horizons
always around the brand communities as show the next figure 3.4.

Fig 3.4: Different Societe Generale communities on Twitter
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Communities on social media can be found on all the different supports; Antoine Lhosmot
(PotentialPark) likes to differentiate the media depending on how “hot” is the information.
“If you want to create a buzz around your information, Twitter will be the ideal tool, if you
have an information on which you are looking for to interact with your targets you will go on
Facebook. If you are looking for something stable for your long-term communication
LinkedIn will impose itself. The “coldest” will be multimedia sharing platforms like Youtube
or Dailymotion but that are always useful as a backup for your different archives or videos as
a complement.”
If there is not really any absolute rule for the best place to share the company’s content, the
most important thing remains what has been defined in the corporate strategy about targets
and media.

2.

Align Content sharing on Resources

Creating content in order to feed these communities seems to be one of the key factors
of a social media strategy but as well a really tough one.
If, as we have just seen having recruiters or HR representatives talking about the company is a
common ground, often it is not enough.
To go even further, Bill Boorman says that “you get the message and the content created by
the business and not the recruiters because they are probably the worst people to do it.”
This is what is called the advocate programme and links back to the human resources that
have previously been discussed.
All the interviewees agreed on the fact that engaging the employees in the social media
strategy was a key point for success. First because recruiters are too busy anyway and
secondly because people, communities need an added value on their core interests that
recruiters are not able, as opposed to professionals, to give.
Furthermore, as long as the public interacts with the company about salaries, location,
opportunities, HR are fully relevant to answer but as soon as questions become a bit more
technical, the community manager HR or the responsible for employer branding has to be
able to be supported by an internal network of professionals able and ready to answer to the
potential candidates.
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Programmers talk to programmers, accountants talk to accountants… As you can see
militaries talk to (potential) militaries on figure 3.5.
Fig 3.5: An example of interaction between
a potential candidate and a professional of
the French army gathered around the
company’s community on Facebook

Including employees in the recruitment strategy helps as well the company reaching the most
relevant candidates by leveraging the whole company’s network. “If the recruiter posts a job
offer looking for an engineer or an accountant, with a network that will probably be full of
HR people, he is not going to reach his target. However, if he uses a co-worker, his “internal
client”, if that person publishes or relays the offer in his own networks, there will be a
leverage effect in more targeted population that the company is going to benefit from.” says
Olivier Maillard, consultant in Switzerland.
At CERN, James Purvis is currently trying to engage more the employees in this system.
Maybe surprisingly it is often the engineers themselves who come to him to ask if it would be
a good idea to interact with the public through social network.
His job is therefore to give them a platform where this becomes possible. Today, some CERN
online platforms are running autonomously without any interaction of the HR but just
between professionals and potential candidates.
In Sodexo, Arie Ball testifies of a similar way of engaging employees in the social media
strategy, she just asks them, they say yes sometimes and no some other times but neither there
is any compensation for an employee posting content online.
Anyway, it seems that being a brand ambassadors should not be something forced by the
company. Indeed, how would an employee give positive reviews about his work if he were
forced to?
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A big issue that is often seen by Bill Boorman is that companies forbid their employees to talk
on their behalf. When these companies hire him as a consultant, the first thing he is used to do
is tear apart these agreements. “We concentrate all our marketing on the internal effort, we do
not worry about the external audience. I do not set up career pages; I set up communities in
which part of function is recruiting. The content parts are everything, what is at the canteen,
things on people’s desk, just day-to-day conversation, employees talking to each others,
sharing pieces of business… It is kind of a look in inside the company… You create a vibrant
tool about a lot more than come and get a job here.”
Doing so make the inside changes first, it prepares the company to be able to adopt a social
media strategy because it makes it more transparent, more human and therefore more
attractive. As Laurent Brouat (Link Humans) says, employer brand is “what is beautiful
inside, shows outside”, what resonates with Kimpakorn & Tocker (2009) definition “the
organisation’s image seen through the eyes of its actual and potential employees”.
Jorgen Sundberg (Link Humans UK) also goes in that direction, qualifying employer
branding as easy “it is all about telling stories”. His French colleague Jean Christophe Anna,
probably has the most complete explanation of how employer branding should be done when
he says that it “is not only enabling the company to attract the best people but as well
soliciting employees internally to be brand ambassadors. In the same time as I attract from
outside, it influences the transparent and human side of my company inside”
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To sum up, the aim of building a community is to make the company attractive to
candidates.
•

Sharing the employer brand on the Internet is a good way to do so. That is even more
effective when employees are talking rather than the HR person because it is more
credible.

•

Further than employer branding, the company can create a community around a theme
about which it is legitimate and recognised (Thierry Delorme). With such a strategy,
the company must engage its employees as HR people will not be able to discuss
about such specialized subjects.

•

Engaging employees also has the advantage to grow the company’s network in order
to be able to reach relevant people when posting a job offer.

This community building, employer branding is a long run process; it is an investment of time
on future potential recruitment needs, that, as Petkovic says in the literature, “in the end leads
to clear preferences, in a candidate’s choice, of an employer”.
However a social media in recruitment strategy is not all about long run; sourcing is the other
side of the coin.
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D.

Sourcing

Laurent Cebarec (Monster) defines sourcing as all the processes that are going to help
you finding the right candidates. It is the online version of headhunting as Alexandre Renoult
(Rhesolution) says, “Sourcing is screening and searching potential candidates on the
Internet”.
It is the other side of the coin of employer branding, the company can obviously use the work
previously done on employer branding to get in touch with someone it has been interacting a
lot with as opposed to share a job offer in that pool. In that case, building efficient
communities will directly influence the sourcing by facilitating this process.
Sourcing is a way to approach candidates different from employer branding that is a longterm approach designed to anticipate a potential need.

1.

Passive candidates

Maybe the biggest advantage of the advent of social media in recruitment is that a
recruiter is actually able to get in touch with anyone.
Passive candidates are people that are currently working in a company but might be
interesting in changing position. They are not actively looking for a new job and therefore do
not go on job-boards but will agree with talking to a recruiter.
“It is, from now on, possible to get in touch with a new population of potential candidates that
was not available when we were only using jobboards” says Aurelien Boutaudou (Viadeo).
There

are

different

statistics

about

passive

candidates on the market place but for Laurent
Brouat (link Humans), they represent 90% of the
workforce, LinkedIn says (according to Jorgen
Sundberg) that on their network, ratio is 80-20.
Alexandre Renoult (Rhesolution) goes further and
say that all the passive candidates – currently
employed – are potential new employees for a
company. (Fig 3.6)

Fig 3.6 : Detailed Tweet
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Furthermore, the advantage of social media will as well be that the profiles will be up-to-date
as people are not using them only for recruitment purposes but as well as a business tool.

2.

Research tools

When a company sources candidates, it is looking for people as potential candidates.
For this part of the study, I contacted Alexandre Renoult who runs a recruitment agency
specialized in using social media for its research. He explained how he is dealing with these
new problematic.
It first of all seems that LinkedIn and Viadéo are the main tools to run such researches. With
respectively more than 161 million3 and 45 million users4, they are platforms that nowadays
cannot be ignored anymore.
On that subject, we mentioned in the literature that it appeared that there were two different
kinds of social networks after the Laick & Dean table; one for socializing and one for
searching potential candidates. That comment was an early proof of the duality of a social
media in recruitment strategy as the model defines it divided into community building
(Facebook, Twitter) and Sourcing (LinkedIn, Viadéo).
Their research tactic is organized in three main axes:

•

The first step is to use the two websites’ research engine using key words and filters.
This approach can be tricky because it strongly relies on how big the“sourcer’s
network is as the two websites prevent him from contacting people out of his network.

3
4

http://press.linkedin.com/about
http://corporate.viadeo.com/fr/presse/couverture-dans-les-medias/
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•

To counter these barriers, the sourcer can also use traditional search engines with
Boolean operators and filters (fig 3.7). With Google for instance, the sourcing will be
run more in depth as its search engine is quite often more powerful than the social
websites’ ones. Furthermore, the research will cover the entire Web regardless of how
far the target’s profile is from the sourcer’s on these social media.

Fig 3.7: Research using filters and Boolean operators

•

Finally, the last way to source profile is quite close from an employer branding
strategy. The external recruiter or the HR community manager internally uses the
group features on these social media in order find experts.

Using groups to source people is more a long-term strategy in order to recruit them. It is
somewhere in between employer branding and sourcing. They are used in order to increase
the visibility of the recruiter and let him be known amongst experts.
In order to do so, the recruiter has to adopt a strategy close to employer branding. Indeed, he
has to share added-value content, give news, interact and show his knowledge to the group
where he knows that the audience is made up of potential candidates.
Increasing visibility and reaching more candidates is a definite advantage but groups can also
be used to watch interesting people through their updates and activities.
On that point, Bill Boorman is currently working on a project of predictive Internet
“Everyone that is going to look for a job have particular behaviours. On LinkedIn, there are
five things they do – updating profiles, connecting with recruiters, asking for
recommendations…”
Identifying someone that wants to leave his job can give a company the first mover advantage
when contacting him, particularly if he is a competitor’s employee.
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Last but not least, using groups in
LinkedIn or Viadéo allow to get directly
in touch with people you could not have
due to the restrictions based on the
recruiter’s network on these social media
as you can see on Fig 3.8.

Fig 3.8: Ease of contacting a group member

Nevertheless, the recruiter being the first ambassador of his company, this tool can be
dangerous as well. The limit of this use is that a recruiter is not an engineer or a doctor and as
a matter of fact cannot have quality interactions with such professionals. There is, thus, a need
for him to specialize in some fields.
That is what is done in Sodexo in the US according to Arie Ball “Our recruiters are
segmented in a way that they recruit only for a specific discipline. Some are specialized in
nutrition and that is all what they recruit for”
Alexandre Renoult says on that point that “it is always the same with social networks, the
beneficial curve in terms of image and speech can become negative really fast.”
The recruiter therefore represents two brands, its own under which he runs researches but also
the company’s he is working for.
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Sourcing and employer branding are therefore the two sides of using social media for
recruiting. They are, at the same time, different but deeply correlated.
On one hand, sourcing with a good employer brand is definitely easier, people already know
your company as a good employer and will be more likely to make a move. Sourcing also
uses employer branding when the targets are gathered in a community already created or
joined and where the company’s voice is recognized as interesting and legitimate.
On the other hand, sourcing represents the employer brand, with the recruiter being the first
ambassador of his company in front of potential candidates; his approach will have a huge
influence on how people see the brand as an employer. If the approach, the recruiter’s profile
and the job description are professional, it is the whole company image that will benefit.
If sourcing and employer brand are correlated for companies using both, in general they do
not match with the same firstly defined strategy in terms of objectives, targets and resources.
Small companies will turn themselves more towards sourcing because it implies less budget
(a recruitment agency will charge 25% of the new employee’s salary) as opposed to bigger
companies that will be able to afford an employer branding strategy that will support the
sourcing part.
In terms of targets, Laurent Brouat (Link Humans) explains the difference between the two
strategies “In general, companies source profiles with experience and for which there is a
shortage, sourcing graduates is useless, on these populations you need to have an employer
branding strategy.”
Indeed, sourcing is expensive as someone has to spend time looking for profiles. A graduate
that will earn thirty thousand a year will not be worth the investment, that is why you need to
implement a more global strategy like employer branding. On the other hand, for someone
who is going to be bringing value in the company like a commercial director, a profile hard to
find, then sourcing becomes useful.

A company implementing such a social media in recruitment strategy will benefit
from it in the ways that we will go through in the next part.
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E.

Effect on applications

The model differentiates the benefits before recruitment and after recruitment.
The first one will be an effect on the quality and the quantity of the applications a company
receives and an answer to what the literature with Fondeur calls the noise/Visibility paradox.
Indeed, a fear of using social media is that increasing the visibility of a job offer will
encourage candidates to spam. This study brings different answer to that issue that actually
should not be one.

1.

Deselection from candidates

All the interviewees seemed to have a way to respond to that paradox defined in the
literature as the main downside of social media in recruitment. The first one being the autodeselection of the candidates. For that, there were two approaches:
The first one would be Aurélien Boutaudou’s (Viadeo), taking example of what happens a lot
in America and in Great Britain but is hardly used in France. “Companies that have worked
on the long run on their employer brand will specify in the job offer what they do not want”.
So that, they bring limitations saying, “If you do not have at least four years of experience, do
not even apply”. This strategy can be dangerous as these killer facts can get the company to
miss talents.
On a different way, but still talking about deselection from the candidate, Etienne Besson
explains that with a company having a really transparent communication about its employer
brand, sharing its values and stories to show how working in the company is like, some
candidates will withdraw their application if they do not get a good feeling about working in
such a company.
To illustrate this point Bill Boorman takes the example of Barclays that he did business with
and allowed me to take as a demonstration for the study. It is an example that goes beyond to
culture branding saying that if “you could show an organisation as it is, in reality, without all
the marketing, if you can show the values and connect people – in the Barclays example it
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was future leaders so connect last year interns with this year interns – people actually
deselect from the process.”
The results of Barclays were, the visits of the site were up by 45%, people were spending
around 30% more time and were looking at more pages, their applications were down by
around 55% so they received less physical applications and their conversion to hire was up to
about 65%.
Deselection is a good way to deal with the noise/visibility paradox applied to recruitment but
requires spending time on a really transparent employer branding.

2.

An Accepted Risk

James Purvis (CERN), Arie Ball (Sodexo) and Jean-Philippe Conegero (French Army)
accept the risk of receiving too many applications by being on social media in order to recruit.
The first one, as defined in its strategy had as a goal to increase traffic to his website and
increase applications so he will be happy of receiving many. Furthermore, CERN was
experiencing a shortage of candidates so their first objective was to receive more applications.
They went from thirty to fifty applications per position and experienced an increase in quality
as well but not in the same proportion.
In order to deal with that important increase in applications, what James Purvis is “now
catching up with is a good applicant tracking system, something that filters out the irrelevant
candidates.”
With a different strategy Arie Ball also accepts the risk to get too many applications. In the
US, Sodexo receives more than quarter a billion application per year and have a huge
recruitment team to deal with these but when she is asked if she is not afraid to increase the
visibility that much using social media she says no basing her answer on a survey they ran
with the new employees.
When they were asked if they used the social media platform before being hired, 47% said
yes and mainly on the blog centrepiece of Sodexo’s recruitment strategy. She analyses this
result as following “We believe that people who prepare for the interview are the one most
often the most successful and we know that. If you get to know the company the culture and
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what the job is about in advance, you are going to do a better job during your interview.”
Therefore they use social media on a totally different way from the first one Mr. Boutaudou
talked about. Instead of deselecting candidates based on skills, they help them for their
interview so that they get better quality applications and better cultural match as the
candidates can as well deselect themselves.
For the French army, the case is quite different, as they need a lot of applications. Their
recruitment strategy has obviously increased the number of candidates they get in touch with.
Indeed, the web represented only 35% of their contacts in 2010 and now represents 55% ,but
that is only one of the main advantage. Actually, what is really interesting is that according to
Colonel Conegero, “there are less young people who come with an idealistic vision of the job
compared to four years ago. Some thought they could become a soldier without having to
carry a gun or would just have to help people in France or in other countries. That
phenomenon is marginal today. The consequence is that, even three years ago, one soldier
out of three quitted after six months, this ratio has now come down to one out of four. That is
thanks to a better information thanks to our communication strategy as well on social media.”
If this cannot be applied to any kinds of companies, this is a good example to show what
social media in recruitment can in practical terms do.
These professionals therefore accepted the risk to get too many applications, either because it
was the main objective of its corporate strategy or because the online presence allows her
company to get better quality applicants.

3.

Opening the right doors

If deselection and accepting the risk are good methods to sort out the quality/quantity
paradox it seems that, as opposed to what the literature can say about that point, it should not
be an issue or at least not if the social media in recruitment strategy has been run successfully.
Jean Christophe Anna (Link Humans Fr) illustrates that point the best, for him it is all about
targeting your social media strategy both in employer branding and sourcing: “if you create
different communities on different platforms that are potential candidates pool that are
interested by what you offer, profiles are already more qualitative than the general public
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that replies to a job offer”. He goes even further “If you have a great employer branding
strategy, you do not really need to post your offer by the traditional media, you would open it
to active candidates and a large public, whereas interacting with people yourself let you
choose you media and the profiles you want so that you have better targeting and as a matter
of fact quality since you chose your pool.”
All the professionals seem to agree on this point, even if more doors are opened as you are on
more media, it is not obvious that there will be more applications. Jean Christophe witnesses
that “today, if you post an offer cleverly on twitter, there are fewer applications than on
APEC”. The whole point is to have a clever strategy that opens the right media to the right
content for the right targets and refers back to the first point about the whole corporate
strategy.
Thierry (ORC communication) agrees with Jean Christophe Anna as he says that in general
80% of applications are irrelevant but that social media should change this ratio as the
interactions are more targeted. He also adds that the real variable is time and, as a matter of
fact, resources. Either the company needs to spend more time targeting, interacting, managing
communities to have fewer and better quality applications or it will need more time to read
them all, filter irrelevant ones, short listing…

Olivier Maillard (consultant) illustrates that point the following way “if I have in my address
book 10 names of people who I know are competent and like my company and I know that 5 of
them can be contacted to come work with me and that 2 would agree my approach will be
incredibly effective. As opposed to create a job description, post it, wait for people to read
and send their resume, then filter them and meeting them! It is a selection de facto as I am
only talking to a known and targeted public that I see competent and interested”.

If a company runs a good strategy of recruitment through social media, the
noise/visibility paradox is therefore not an issue and actually using social media can get you
better quality candidates than traditional tools.
However this is not the only benefit that the company can get out of it.
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F.

Net benefits

When talking about social media in recruitment, the question of the return on
investment is always brought but no one can really calculate it, Aurélien Boutaudou compare
it to corporate social responsibility; there is a ROI in terms of image but calculating it is
nearly impossible. Thus, Idid not integrate it in the model.
It appears necessary to differentiate two different cases when calculating the ROI of a social
media strategy, if a company is doing sourcing, it is not hard at all, has it, or has it not, found
the right person to recruit for the job?
Now, in the frame of an employer branding strategy, it seems more complicated.
However some quantitative data can still be found to confirm or infirm the social media
strategy that the company has launched. Those are the traffic for instance, where does the
candidate come from when he arrives on our carrier website? How many people come back?
On a job board people come to apply for an offer but never come back, how many
applications were received? From where? Etc.
However those are not obviously relevant, indeed, someone can postulate through Facebook
but have heard about the offer from a friend.
It is always possible to do a brand analysis in which case there will be, after numbers of likes
and comments or mentions, more qualitative variables like the quality of the exchange
between the recruiter and the candidates but, at the end the only real return people want to
hear about is the bottom line.
On this point Sodexo shows again how successful its strategy is when Arie Ball says that they
saved three hundred thousands dollars a year including the deduction of salaries paid to those
animating the online communities.
On the other side, jean-Christophe Anna refers us to Franck La Pinta responsible of the
employer branding at Societe Generale when he says that calculating the ROI is useless.
In an HR model, it would seem that the human should be put in the centre, the model has then
studied how an employee recruited through social media (ceteris paribus regarding the rest of
the recruitment process) is different from another and how the human is the real net benefit
for the company.
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1.

A double-edged Recruitment

If all the interviewees can not testify of a difference between someone who has been
recruited thanks to a social media strategy as it has been defined in this study and someone
who has been recruited a more traditional way because of a lack of detachment over that
question, most of them have their opinion that is interested to have a look at.
First of all, the nature of the new employee will be different. Three interviewees, Alexandre
Renoult (Rhésolution), Tarek Moutawakkil (YuPeek) and Olivier Maillard (consultant) who
are used to deal with a lot of different cases give their impressions.
The first one, who is sourcing online profiles as a day-to-day job, has “ a tendency to think
that someone who is active on social networks is resourceful and curious, someone who is
eager to learn, listens well, has a really interesting intellectual gymnastic”.
For the second one, who created a social network for students looking for a job, “people that
are active on social media and put themselves forward are more resourceful one in a
company and more innovative”.
For the last one, consultant in Switzerland, “the opportunity is to meet people that will
perhaps be more enterprising, who are taking their career in hand as they would do for a
project once hired, more communicative”.
This is in term of nature, what is obviously hard to calculate and relies more on people’s
perception than anything. However, something that can be more obvious is that these new
employees will integrate themselves faster in a company or in a team.
Having interacted with people in the company during days, months or even years through
social media will have built them a network within the company even before being hired. That
is what Etienne Besson (HR generalist) is convinced of. To go further Antoine Lhomost
(PotentialPark) says that having talked to real people will have indeed helped him getting
integrated but as well “avoided being disappointing once in the company what makes
recruitments more effective as the company does not have to recruit again”.
Antoine pinpoints here the fact that the employer brand or employer promise has to match the
reality of the situation in order to make the recruitment effective and not damage the the
company’s image in its dimension of employer.
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The last main advantage, that is often underestimated as Bill Boorman says, is that when the
company hires an employee, his whole network comes along and all the “external expertise of
people he can reach is brought to the company, a lot of mutual, unpaid access to expert
advice. For instance if an employer has a problem he can go to is network and ask for help
and this is an asset for the company.” According to Bill “We cannot underestimate the value
of the employees’ network.”
To illustrate this point, Olivier Maillard takes as an example a study realised by KPMG that
says that “connected people who are using social networks even at their workplace are more
effective as they get more easily in touch with experts or other people that have already
worked on a similar project.”
If hiring someone from social media can bring in an employee with all these positive
characteristics, there is as well a downside.

Indeed, Alexandre Renoult (Rhésolution) wanted to bring light on and this point, which is
often forgotten, as he recruits a lot through social media for his clients is that hiring through
social media has an effect on the wage that the employee will ask. Indeed, “when people come
to get you, you will make a higher bid. Social recruiting as headhunting will make salaries
harder to negotiate for the company.”. That being for the sourcing part, on the other side, we
have seen in the literature that a strong employer brand could lower the bargaining power of
candidates.
People will as well be more demanding towards the company, and will not appreciate a
difference between the employer promise and the reality of the situation. Laurent Brouat
(Link Humans Fr) talks about that point and illustrate it with an example he got from Didier
Baichère, former head of human resources at Alcatel Lucent, who recruited, thanks to a social
media in recruitment strategy, a few dozens of employees through the operation “Passeport
pour l’innovation”, the other employees having been recruited through traditional channels.
He realised during the integration day that people recruited through social media presented an
interesting behaviour, these people were challenging more their managers and were more
demanding towards the company.
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Last but not least, Bill Boorman and Olivier Maillard warn companies recruiting on social
media about the tools they are giving to these people. “If you hire someone on Facebook and
you have been talking with him for a long time on the social network and when he turns up
you tell him he is not allowed to use Facebook, you are going to have issues” for the English
and the Swiss says something particularly similar “Arriving in a company where I work on an
old computer with a bad Internet connection that does not allow me to go on social network
knowing that I am better equipped at home with my MacBook, iPad… companies are
sometimes facing disappointing employees”.
It seems that the result of a recruitment process will have an influence on the company’s
employer brand, particularly in the negative way, as always in marketing, if employer brand
does not match the reality of the situation or if there is a shift between what the company
actually is and what it is selling itself as on social media.

The case of the successful candidates has been seen here with how they will behave once in
the company and how they can influence the employer brand. However, unsuccessful
candidates should not be forgotten either, as they will have an influence on the employer
brand as well.
Arie Ball (Sodexo) is particularly attentive to that point as her company faces more than
quarter a million candidates each year. “On Facebook, you will see candidates asking
questions, there is a lot of engagement, the recruiter, related to this job, answering to the
question and engaging with him. It makes the candidate experience improving, […] having
the opportunity to engage with the right recruiter is really great experience.”.
Antoine Lhomost (PotentialPark) is as well sensible to that point and sees the whole social
recruiting as a way to enhance candidate experience in order to keep him either as a candidate
for another job or as a customer for the company.

Employees recruited through social media will be likely to have a different behaviour if not
being naturally different once in the company.
If that part was more about perceptions and observations the next reveals something more
certain, they will not stop Tweeting.
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2.

Employee ambassador

As it has been seen, one of a key factor of a successful social media in recruitment
strategy is to engage the employees in that strategy. But will the new employee recruited
through social media be an employee ambassador of his employer brand online?
As for the previous point, the lack of detachment makes answering to this question quite a
difficult task for the experts that the researcher interviewed but most of them still agreed that
it could be the case, at least from a theoretical point of view.
Indeed, the new employee will be more likely to be a brand ambassador, as he will have
already experienced the success of such a strategy for his own recruitment.
Alexandre Renoult (Rhesolution) agrees with that as the employee will already have the
experience of carrying a brand “I think that this person will be more likely to carry a flag, it is
by that mean that the company found his personal brand. Thus he will be brought to carry a
corporate/employer brand now”.
For Thierry Delorme (ORC communication), it is more about the technology he has already
mastered “He is more likely to trust and be confident with a technology that allowed him to
find his job. He will have/be a proof of the usefulness and the performance of such a tool”.
For Jorgen Sundberg (Link Humans UK), it is more about the habit of the social media user
that will turn him in a good brand advocate as he would not stop interacting online. He also
adds another utility for the company of the new employee’s network “If someone has ten
thousands followers on Twitter if he joins your company then ten thousands people will know
sooner or later that he works here”.
Bill Boorman justifies that by presenting a new kind of match between an employee and his
company. If recruitment has always been transactional between two parties agreeing on tasks
to do to get a salary, it tends to become more relational with the advent of social recruiting
that he defines as “the difference between apply for and talk to”.
That way companies and employees get a better match not based on skills but based on
culture. With the auto-deselection concept that had been studied earlier, Bill Boorman
considers that the culture match as the big thing between an employee and a company.
Therefore he thinks that an employee, who has already bought the values of the company he
is working for, will have no trouble at all being a brand advocate on social media.
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The idea of a virtuous cycle linking recruitment employee ambassadors and employer brand is
explained by two interviewees.
Antoine Lhosmot (PotentialPark) takes over Bill Boorman talking about culture match
“Someone who has been seduced by the company on social media will become a good
ambassador, he will be likely to be on these networks on the other side of the mirror”.
Laurent Brouat (Link Humans Fr) will have a different approach of the virtuous cycle
bringing in the idea of pride amongst employees to work for such a company “if it develops a
truthful employer brand and market it actively the employee will be proud of the company he
works for and will share it both online and offline what will reinforce the employer brand”.
That notion of pride is however still a bit vague, Antoine Lhomost considers that when
employees see how active the company is on social media, sharing insights about how it is to
work there, how many followers there are or how many times the brand is mentioned on
Facebook or Twitter, they will feel proud. In that way he considers that employer brand can as
well be beneficial internally.
On that point, none of the interviewees could answer to the question about whether or not
recruiting through social media will have an influence on any other factors like quality of
work, longevity in a company…
However, Thierry (ORC communication) bases his opinion on his experience when putting
social recruitment in perspective with co-optation and says that there should not be any effect
either.

That last statement is a good illustration to show that even if social media in
recruitment seems to be a good tool or at least a fashionable one these years, it is not a miracle
answer to any problems and remains a tool that has to be used in accordance with objectives
and not being an objective in itself.
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IV. Discussion

If the model shows how to recruit successfully on social media, what must not be
forgotten is that it is useful for a special kind of needs and remains a complementary tool that
can be used in accordance with other ones both online and offline.

A.

Not a miracle tool

1.

Necessary cultural change

“If your recruitment process works, why would you change?”, this is what Olivier
Maillard answers to companies asking for his services when they tell him they are perfectly
happy with their current processes.
As we saw, social media is and will remain just a tool and will not be the solution or the
answer to any objectives. They are some profiles that cannot be recruited on the Internet, just
because they are not on there. It all depends on the objectives the company has.
Furthermore and according to a study conducted by PotentialPark that Antoine Lhosmot
shared the results, there are still people that do not feel like being contact on social networks.
This study was conducted in whole Europe with 31,000 students in 2011, and showed that
only 30% of the respondents agreed to be contacted on Facebook regarding a job offer
whereas it was 77% on professional social networks.
This shows that there is a huge work in terms of cultural evolution to do not only on the
candidate side but also on the corporate one. Alexandre Renoult (Rhesolution) can testify on
this point being in touch with a lot of recruiting companies, “some of them do not even get
how it is possible to recruit on social networks”.
Olivier Maillard goes in the same way when he is asked about the most important thing to do
to achieve a successful recruitment strategy on social media “The first one is the necessary
cultural change, it is today the key of success but also the biggest bridle to success of such
strategies. Companies really struggle to get into this new social era”
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2.

A complementary tool

What must not be forgotten is that using social media is not the only way to recruit
online, even if tools like job-boards can sound out of date with the brand new fancy product
that is social networks, they still remain attractive for some kind of objectives.
For this purpose and to be sure not to fall in an excessive enthusiasm for these new tools, I
interviewed Laurent Cebarec who works for Monster.
He does not even really consider LinkedIn as a competitor “Monster remains the second best
sourcing tool after co-optation, why? Because today, companies do not only recruit five
legged sheeps, they also recruit a mass of candidates”.
For him, job-boards remain a better tool than social media for “just in time” or high volume
recruitment, also the profiles are more heterogeneous on his CV library’s than LinkedIn’s or
social networks in general.
Besides he fights against the idea that by using Monster, a company will receive thousands of
applications. Indeed, the main use of the job-board remains sourcing also, they are developing
a lot of different new tools. To take one as an example, their search engine is able to gather
the twenty best resumes for any queries, besides it will analyse the query as if it is asked to
find telesales it will also look for telemarketers, commercials and so on.
Laurent Cebarec is aware of job-boards’ bad image these days but fight against it “The
Internet is a mass media, to make a qualitative and objective choice, a company needs to be
able to compare applications. It is useless to pay a certain fee only to get two resumes, unless
they are really special profiles hard to find.”
Monster therefore has a great range of tools that should not be ignored when a company has
special recruitment need just because it is more fashionable to go on social media.
Once again it all depends on what the company’s objectives are. Aurelien Boutaudou
(Viadéo) does not think that social media will kill job-boards “There will always be 1.0 in
recruitment because companies cannot prevent everything all the time, there can be an
unexpected resignation, and internal mobility need, a new opportunity, there will often be
short term needs.”
The challenge will therefore be to integrate these 1.0 practices in a 2.0 environment and
taking advantage of the community built online.
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Besides it is possible to see that complementarity when Monster launches its own social
media on Facebook BeKnown. “It answers to a strong and legitimate demand of managing
one’s online reputation, and as an important actor of the job market, it was important for us
to launch a tool that enabled users to separate personal life from professional on the most
used social platform on the Internet, Facebook” says Laurent Cebarec.
BeKnown being linked with the Monster profile of the user, this tool really shows the
complementarity between social media and job boards or how to integrate 1.0 practices in a
2.0 environment.
As Olivier Maillard is used to say, “there is a need of cultural change from transactional
recruitment towards relational with a reflexion that consists in preparing in advance a
potential recruitment. When I need to recruit it is already too late to worry about my
employer branding.”

The final word on this topic should be that companies must not forget that social media for
recruitment is not an objective but a tool to reach a greater one.
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B.

Managerial Implications

1.

Be a good employer

It appears that there could not be any greater managerial implication than this one.
Now the company knows that its employer brand is going to be shared whether or not it wants
it, the only way to manage that is to be a good employer.
How to do so could be the subject of a whole new dissertation but the following always is a
good reminder of what to do to increase employee satisfaction.

Fig 3.9: J. Pfeffer 7 best practices
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2.

Be a social company

If the company already is a good employer, it should therefore let it know.
There is, as we saw earlier, a need of a cultural change, therefore managerial practices should
as well change.
Managers should first of all give more freedom to their employees. Bill Boorman is
convinced by this social turn companies should take “It is really integrating social as an
extension of recruiting and an extension of the way we communicate rather than communicate
a special case.”
A company that has not a social background will not be able to socially recruit.
The most striking example is the impossibility in some firms to go on Facebook, therefore it
becomes obvious that it is impossible to recruit through social media in such a company.
Besides, in the case it does, what about the recruit? He will feel deceived his first day and an
unhappy employee is far less productive than a few going on Facebook from time to time.
The first thing that Bill Boorman does when a company needs his help to improve its
recruitment processes integrating social media is to tear apart any guidelines or internal laws
that stipulate that employees should not talk on behalf of the companies. On the opposite he
encourages them to tell the world what they feel.
If the tweets, posts, comment… are positive, it becomes an asset for the company, it shines
through and improves the employer brand.
If the tweets, posts, comments… are negative, then the company should not recruit on social
media and get back on the previous point about how to be a good employer because it would
seem that there are other things to be improved in the company before recruitment.
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3.

Recruit on a different basis

A lot of interviewees talked about a change in recruitment from a transactional to a
relational and even an emotional basis.
However, work will always be defined as an employee doing some tasks and an employer
paying him for that. Thus, how is that shift possibly effective?
The first opening question I wonder to go further on that topic would therefore be, would a
company recruiting entirely based on emotional and cultural match and people’s potential
mean a better working, more productive… company that one that recruits only based on
skills?
If the response is yes, it seems that the market is going the wrong way.
That is exactly what is being done in the French army. Even if the company can be considered
as a special one, they do not base their recruitment on skills but more on mind-set as Colonel
Conegero explains “We evaluate the person’s potential, capacity to integrate himself in a new
environment, to adapt to a different way of life, a capacity to live in a community, […] we are
looking for self-control, selflessness, taste for effort, for cohesion, a capacity to open himself
to the others, to surpass himself self, serve the other…”
Are all these characteristics not matching with the business world and what a company could
look for in a new recruit?
On this point he is convinced that social media “have a huge role to play on this problematic.
Indeed, the dialogue that a company can start on social media enables to see someone’s
potential, to detect it, dig it, test it and evaluate it”.
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Conclusion

This study develops a model based on consultants and experts of human resources’
opinions in what has become recruitment today and how the advent of social media has made
it evolve towards a new paradigm.
Recruitment is from now on, not anymore only finding a right profile that could do a
particular task he is given. It is evolving towards a more relational paradigm that says that if
an employee does not fit in a company for any particular reason, productivity will suffer in
some ways.
I do not say that the model this study developed is unfailing but it seems that it shows a way
to success for a situation in which a company might need to use social network in order to
sort out a problem it is facing.
The model is before anything based on theoretical reflexion and experts’ experience, it can be
used by companies that want to develop their own strategy as long as they remain careful and
remember that the links and influences described in it are not empirically proven.
Nevertheless the number, the quality and the different backgrounds (four countries
represented) of the participants can give them the insurance that it describes the reality of the
moment that is nonetheless likely to evolve quite fast in today’s marketplace.
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To go even further, the next step would be to empirically test these hypotheses of the model
with empirical data.

•

Having a good brand image increases people’s likeliness to work for a company

•

Sharing value adding content with relevant targets improves the company’s brand
image

•

Sharing a job offer with a pre-built community brings fewer and better quality
applications

•

Sourcing is more effective when focused on pre-built communities.

•

Employees hired via social media are more likely to become brand ambassadors

•

Hiding work related information when hiring an employee will harm the company’s
brand image

These are the main trends that the model focuses on but it also brings new interrogations that
the lack of detachment does not allow yet to study, are employees hired via social media more
effective, stay longer in the company…? Is a recruitment based on culture and mind-set a
better recruitment?
This bringing to an even more general and up to date subject, is a recruitment only based on
skills as we know it today the most effective?
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